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Abstract
Objective: To study the reliability of a peer-built checklist for developing an OSCE on the
setting-up of a Bird ventilator and performing a spinal block.
Methodology:

The OSCE checklists were created by all tutors in the Department of

Anesthesiology at the Faculty of Medicine, Khon Kaen University. The spinal block OSCE
checklist had 22 items; the Bird ventilator setting checklist had 9. The checklists were
reviewed for their ability to evaluate thoroughness of understanding then approved by all
tutors.

Each student was evaluated for each skill by two tutors assigned by simple

randomization. Each tutor scored the student according to the checklist, unaware of the score
their fellow tutor gave. The inter-rater agreement presented as a weighted kappa coefficient
in each item and intra-class correlation in each part.
Results: Our subjects were thirty 5th-year medical students who took the anesthesia OSCE in
2003. In the spinal anesthesia checklist, each item had a weighted kappa coefficient between
0.22 and 1.0 and the intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.78. In the checklist for setting
the Bird ventilator, each item had a weighted kappa coefficient between 0.28 and 1.0 and the
intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.65.
Conclusion: The checklist for the OSCE evaluation of skill setting the Bird ventilator and
performing spinal anesthesia was unreliable. The problem seems to be with the checklist
itself and the tutors’ varied interpretation of the items. Therefore, a more stable-response
eliciting checklist needs to be developed and tested for reliability and validity.
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Background
Skill assessment is one of the essential parts of medical education. Medical graduates
need to have knowledge in theory and skills. In order to evaluate skills for a certain subject,
Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) is usually used.
Major factors affecting OSCE are an assessment tool and examiner. A checklist and a
global scale can both be used as an assessment tool for OSCE. Each has its own advantages
and disadvantages. A good OSCE assessment tool should have a good validity and reliability.
Valentino J et al.1 showed that the reliability of a checklist is superior, when a group of
faculty members cooperatively identifies the important items to be included in an OSCE
checklist, to one created by a single author. Increasing the number of checklist items per
mark sheet decreased both reliability and validity.2 In terms of examiners, there was a study
showing that final year dental students could act as reliable examiners as an experienced
member of staff.3 Although Hodges B et al.4 have shown in their study that score from a
checklist might not correlate with clinical competence, a checklist is usually used as an
assessment tool for OSCE because of its structure and simplicity.
Anesthesia subject for 5th year medical students in Khon Kaen University focuses on
through knowledge and skill of certain procedures such as spinal block, endotracheal
intubation and Bird respirator setting. For an evaluation of such skills, a checklist was created
for a particular skill assessment. But it has never been assessed for its reliability.
Objective
To study the reliability of a peer-constructed checklist for OSCE of skill in setting the
Bird ventilator and performing a spinal block by 5th-year medical students doing their rotation
in the Department of Anesthesia.

Methodology
Subjects: Thirty 5th-year medical students who took anesthesia OSCE in year 2003.
Methods
The OSCE checklists were created by all of the tutors in the Department of
Anesthesia at the Faculty of Medicine, Khon Kaen University. The spinal block OSCE
checklist comprised a section on equipment preparation and management and had 22 items.
The Bird ventilator setting checklist had 9 items. The checklists were reviewed by all 14
tutors for their ability to thoroughly evaluate students’ understanding.
The institutional Ethics Committee approved our research protocols. Each student
was evaluated for each skill by two tutors assigned by simple randomization. Each tutor gave
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a score according to the checklist without being aware of the score the other tutors gave.
Then all the checklists were collected and reviewed.

Statistical analysis
Using STATA 6 and SPSS 11.5, the inter-rater agreement, the weighted kappa
coefficient, was used to test for any significant difference (p < 0.05) in each item, and the
intra-class correlation was used to test for any significant difference (p < 0.05) in each part.
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Table 1: Spinal anesthesia checklist
Part

Items
1. Spinal block set

Factor
0.5

3. Disinfectant agent

0.5

4. Spinal needle

1

Equipment

5. Spinal local anesthetic drug

2

preparation

6. Needle for draw spinal local anesthetic drug

0.5

7. Infiltration needle

0.5

Management

un complete

2

2. Sterile gloves

8. Infiltration local anesthetic drug

complete

2

9. Needle for draw infiltration local anesthetic drug

0.5

10. Disposable syringe

0.5

1. Located puncture point

4

2. Open spinal block set with sterilization

3

3. Use sterile gloves

3

4. Adequate paint disinfectant agent

3

5. Surgical drape with sterilization technique

3

6. Cleansing disinfectant agent

3

7. Draw infiltration local anesthetic drug

2

8. Injection infiltration local anesthetic drug

3

9. Puncture to subarachnoid space

4

10. CSF positive

4

11. Use spinal local anesthetic drug

4

12. Injection spinal local anesthetic drug

4

Table 2: Bird’s ventilator setting checklist
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undo

Items

Factor

1. Set pressure limit knob at zero point

2

2. Set inspiratory flow rate knob at zero point

2

3. Set expiratory time at zero point

2

4. Set starting effort at zero point

2

5. Turn on ventilator

3

6. Check pressure limit to peak pressure 15-20 mm Hg

5

7. Check inspiratory time between 1-1.5 seconds

5

8. Use respirometer for check tidal volume

4

9. Adjust pressure and flow rate until optimized

7

10. After change compliance, check tidal volume

4

11. Adjust pressure and flow rate until optimized again

7

12. Can correct problem e.g. Disconnect

7

complete

un complete

undo
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Results
The kappa coefficient for each item was between 0.22 and 1.0 for the spinal
anesthesia checklist and between 0.28 and 1.0 for the Bird ventilator setting checklist. In the
spinal anesthesia checklist, nine items had almost perfect reliability (kappa 0.81-1.00)5(41%
of the total items); nine substantial (kappa 0.61-0.80) (41%); three moderate (kappa 0.410.60) (14%); and one fair (kappa 0.21-0.40) (4.5%). In the Bird ventilator setting checklist, 6
items had almost perfect reliability (kappa 0.81-1.00) (50% of the total); 4 substantial (kappa
0.61-0.80) (33%); 2 fair (kappa 0.21-0.40) (17%). Intra-class correlation coefficient was
between 0.4-0.81.
Table 3: Inter-rater agreement, weighted kappa coefficient and Intra-class correlation
coefficient: Spinal anesthesia checklist
Part

Items

Kappa

1. spinal block set

0.74

2. sterile gloves

0.65

3. disinfectant agent

1

4. spinal needle

1

Equipment

5. spinal local anesthetic drug

0.84

preparation

6. needle for draw spinal local anesthetic drug

0.79

7. infiltration needle
8. infiltration local anesthetic drug
9. needle for draw infiltration local anesthetic drug

Management

Intra-class
correlation

0.40

1
0.22
1

10. disposable syringe

0.63

1. located puncture point

0.61

2. open spinal block set with sterilization

1

3. use sterile gloves

1

4. adequate paint disinfectant agent

0.47

5. surgical drape with sterilization technique

0.65

6. cleansing disinfectant agent

0.65

7. draw infiltration local anesthetic drug

0.73

8. injection infiltration local anesthetic drug

0.53

9. puncture to subarachnoid space

0.53

0.81
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10. CSF positive

0.93

11. use spinal local anesthetic drug

0.79

12. injection spinal local anesthetic drug

0.81

Spinal block checklist

0.78
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Table 4: Inter-rater agreement, weighted kappa coefficient and
Intra-class correlation coefficient: Bird’s ventilator setting
checklist
Part

kappa

1. Set pressure limit knob at zero point

1

2. Set inspiratory flow rate knob at zero point

1

3. Set expiratory time at zero point

1

4. Set starting effort at zero point

1

5. Turn on ventilator

1

6. Check pressure limit to peak pressure 15-20 mm Hg

0.79

7. Check inspiratory time between 1-1.5 seconds

0.28

8. Use respirometer for check tidal volume

0.65

9. Adjust pressure and flow rate until optimized

0.65

10. After change compliance, check tidal volume

0.38

11. Adjust pressure and flow rate until optimized again

0.65

12. Can correct problem e.g. Disconnect

0.86

Intra-class
correlation

0.65
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Discussion
Although the checklists were completed, agreement on each item was not always
high. Moreover, even though all of the tutors had used the checklist before, agreement was
poor. This means that each tutor’s grading was not same on each item. Although the
assigned grade was lower or higher by 1 or 2 grades, this resulted in a greater intra- over
inter-class correlation.
Items that were most reliable were those evaluated as ‘true or false’ or ‘yes or no’.
The items with a poor reliability were those that used a 3-grade system such as
complete/incomplete/undo perhaps because of the ambiguity of the checklist or the variability
among tutors (being overly subjective in their evaluations).
A checklist is always used for OSCE, perhaps because checklists have proved more
valid than a global rating scale. However, in some reports, global rating scales scored by
experts showed higher inter-station reliability, better construct validity, and better concurrent
validity than did checklists. Furthermore, the addition of a checklist has not improved the
reliability or validity of a global rating scale;6 suggesting global rating scales administered by
experts are a more appropriate summative measure when assessing candidates on
performance-based examinations.7
By contrast, in some reports, the assessment of construct validity (the ability of a test
to discriminate among residency levels) showed greater reliability on checklists than a global
rating scale.8-10

Inter-observer variability was similar, whether a checklist or global

assessment rating scale was used.11 In these reports, the factors that influenced reliability
were not only the checklist or global rating scale, but the quality of the checklist, the
keywords used for rating and the degree of standardization.
The other important problem was that the results for OSCE were usually grouped into
two categories, namely ‘pass or fail’. In our situation, we used the absolute score as part of
the total score for the whole evaluation of a student; therefore, the reliability and validity of
the checklist was more important because it directly affected each student’s potential total
score. Ideally, the more reliable and valid the checklist, the more valid the final score. The
checklist scores correlated strongly with the tutors' ratings and their validity.12 And as Ogden
et al. correctly concluded the greater the validity of the OSCE checklist, the less subject the
result to subjectivity.3
To be effective objective, structured clinical examinations (OSCE) must accurately reflect
the level of skill ability of the medical student13 such that any knowledge gap which will
affect clinical performance is detected14.

The OSCE depends on the reliability of its
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checklist15. More list items do not necessarily result in a better examination since the greater
the number of items increases the chances of poor reliability and validity.

Conclusion
The checklist devised for the OSCE to evaluate setting skill for the Bird ventilator and
performing spinal anesthesia by 5th-year medical students on their Anesthesia Department
rotation had unacceptably low reliability, ostensibly because of checklist ambiguity and tutor
subjectivity. The development and validation of a more reliable and stable checklist is
needed.
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